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Night trains are making a comeback in Europe. Plans for a
Trans Europ Express 2.0, further expansions of RegioJet and
Snälltåget and the founding of several new night train startups show there is no doubt about a revival of sleeper trains.
However, there are still many obstacles in the way of a real
open European market where night trains are a good
alternative to flights for destinations all over Europe. Ideally,
the momentum of the European Year of Rail will help in
reaching this faster, and the night trains are here to stay.
ESTHER GEERTS
Editor RailTech
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SNÄLLTÅGET

THE CHALLENGES
OF AN OPEN-ACCESS
OPERATOR

By Esther Geerts

"Now is the time to agree if we
want a real shift to rail or not. Are
we willing to set aside short-term
solutions and instead find the
real remedy? More competition is
one of the keys to be successful in
the night train segment”,
advocates Carl Adam Holmberg,
Head of open access railway
company Snälltåget.
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Railways play an important role in making Europe more
sustainable and reducing greenhouse gas emissions. In
the online webinar ‘Night time on European Rails’, Carl
Adam Holmberg, Head of the Swedish Snälltåget, talked
about the the chances and challenges of an open-access
operator.

Carl Adam Holmberg

“Now is the time to agree if we want a real shift to rail or
not. Are we willing to set aside short-term solutions,
what I call painkillers, and instead find the real remedy?”
For this, the obstacles blocking developments should be
removed, but what do these include?

OPEN MARKET?
The often little competition is
one of the reasons that
international, as well as night
trains, are far from what they
could be. “Competition in for
example Sweden and the Czech
republic have resulted in higher
demand, more passengers and
lower price, also in the night
train segment”, says Holmberg.

"The European rail
market has been
open for a while,
but only in theory”
He compares two Scandinavian
countries, Sweden and Denmark.
In Sweden, the number of train
trips has increased by over 20
percent in the last five years. In
Denmark, which has more or
less no competition at all, he
sees a decrease of 3 percent.
“Open-access should be the first
option before procurement is
considered. The European rail
market has been open for a
while, but only in theory.”

Night trains within Sweden have
been running since 2007, and to
Berlin and thus the rest of
Europe since 2012. In 2019, the
company acquired new rolling
stock for night trains. This year,
in 2021, the operator will launch
an improved service connecting
Stockholm, Malmö, Copenhagen,
Hamburg and Berlin.
According to Holmberg, always
asking their customers and
potential customers how their
services can be improved is one
of their success factors.

"It is no longer true
that night trains
cannot operate
without subsidy”

NO SUBSIDY NEEDED
“We could spend years analysing
the night train situation in
Europe and why we cant see
more night trains today. The
quick answer is that we are stuck
in saying it's not possible to
operate a night train without
subsidy, which is no longer true.”
Snälltåget is an example of that,
and has operated both day and
night trains since 2007.
Snälltåget is a small company,
but part of the large FrenchGerman global mobility
company Transdev.

Map of Snälltåget's destinations
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THE START OF
SNÄLLTÅGET
In the year 2006, the deregulation of SJ,
Sweden’s sole train operator at the time,
begins. By chance, a couchette (sleeper) is
damaged while being shunted in the city of
Luleå. Snälltåget takes the opportunity to
buy this coach, as well as the other 9
coaches of the same model. Hence, a new
train was born. Back then, the name was
Utmanartåget" (the Challenger) as it was
the first night train to challenge SJ.
UNDERSTANDING THE CUSTOMER
There are many variations in demands for
night trains, during the week but also
seasonal effects. “If you understand the
customers in what they want, what they are
willing to spend, and what comfort they
want, night trains can definitely be
profitable.”

"Track access charges
make up more than 25
percent of the price"
Holmberg explains that the costs for using
the tracks for the Malmo - Berlin correspond
to more than 25 to 30 percent of the
operational costs. With lower track access
charges, more night trains can operate,
also when demand is lower. Also when it
comes to allocation access to the rail
network. “If international trains are not
prioritised, there will be no shift into rail.”

Snälltåget has a real restaurant on board of their night trains. They call their
restaurant "Krogen" , Swedish for "The Pub"

SINGLE RAILWAY AREA
The Single European Railway Area needs to become a reality, and there
need to be long-term conditions, says Holmberg. Signalling systems,
harmonised language, working rules and national regulations need to
be harmonised to make it easier to operate cross-border trains.

"If international trains are not
prioritised, there will be no shift
to rail"
Image: Snälltåget
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INTERVIEW

Founder of European
Sleeper: the time is
right for a new night
train
By Nick Augusteijn

In roughly a year from now,
the new Dutch private rail
operator European Sleeper
wants to run its first night
train from Prague to
Brussels. Co-founder Elmer
van Buuren: “The time is
right for the night train, as
many people realise now
that travel can and perhaps
should be more efficient and
sustainable due to the
corona crisis”.

This approach has gained momentum
due to the corona crisis, says Van
Buuren. “People now understand better
that many things can be done differently.
The night train fits in well with that new
realisation”. The sustainable nature of
traveling by train also fits in well with
this, according to the co-founder of
European Sleeper.
The proposed night train between
Prague and Brussels is currently still in
the planning phase, but the partners
expect to be able to make the first
capacity reservation in the foreseeable
future. The road that European Sleeper
had to travel to get to that point was not
an easy one.

EXPERIENCED PARTNER

Elmer van Buuren

Organising a train connection is not that
easy in all countries. Fortunately,
Germany and the Czech Republic are two
exceptions to that rule, says Van Buuren.
In France for example, it is more difficult.
“The process is very complicated,
because the timetable is made
differently in each country. Fortunately,
everyone was very helpful and
enthusiastic about our plans”, says Van
Buuren.

"The process is
difficult because
each country has a
different timetable"

Earlier this month, Dutch start-up European Sleeper announced its plans to
run a night train between Prague and Brussels together with Czech operator
RegioJet. The night train is planned to departure in Prague at the beginning
of the evening, so that it arrives in Brussels in the morning.
The launch of the train service planned in April 2022. The aim is to initially
run the night train three times a week, and then scale it up to a daily
connection.

NEW REALISATION

In addition, European Sleeper has found
an experienced partner. “RegioJet is an
experienced carrier in Central Europe
that has access to a large fleet of rolling
stock. The company is already running
night trains to Slovakia and Poland, with
an extra connection to Croatia in the
summer”, says Van Buuren. He says an
additional advantage is the fact that
European Sleeper does not have to
invest in its own equipment, at least not
on this connection.

According to co-founder Van Buuren, more and more people are becoming
aware that combining travel and sleeping is an efficient way to cover long
distances. “For example, you don’t have to wait in line at an airport to show
up at a meeting somewhere. If you have to, you can arrive in a different
environment by train and fresh in the morning.”
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A RegioJet night train, the operator which European Sleeper cooperates with

STOP IN BERLIN
European Sleeper targets both
leisure and business travellers. The
most important criteria is a
comfortable place to sleep.
Passengers can also count on free
internet and coffee, bicycle
transport and the option of
breakfast in bed, according to
RegioJet and European Sleeper. A
common area in one of the train
compartments has not yet been
planned.

"The stopover in
Berlin was a lucky
accident"
On the way to Brussels, the train
will stop in Dresden, Berlin and
Amsterdam. The stopover in Berlin
was a lucky accident. “In the former
East Germany, work are carried out
on the track in many places. As a
result, the most obvious route
became one via Berlin. A stop in the
German capital is undoubtedly
something that will attract many
travellers”, Van Buuren expects.
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"A night train
travels a
relatively long
distance, so the
access charge is
automatically
high"
ACCESS CHARGES

At first glance, there seems to be
little in the way of the new night
train, although some obstacles still
have to be overcome. For example,
European Sleeper may have to deal
with high track access charges.
“A night train travels a relatively
long distance, so the access charge
is automatically high. In addition,
we have to deal with deviations in
charges, because this is not the
same in all countries. Another
factor is that the personnel costs
are high because we drive at night”,
says Van Buuren.

A possible solution is that countries
reduce the track access charges for
night trains. “This is also allowed
according to the rules, and it would
not be such a crazy idea, since it
concerns relatively few trains that
run at night”.
SHARE-FUNDING CAMPAIGN

Even though European Sleeper
does not have to bring in its own
equipment on the connection
between Prague and Brussels, it
should be possible to expand in
the near future. After all, the
ultimate goal of European Sleeper
is to run night trains from the
Netherlands and Belgium to
other cities.
That is why a share-funding
campaign was launched in May,
in which the startup will issue
shares so that individuals can join
the initiative. “We are a
cooperative, so large investors
become members and have
control over the strategy. Smaller
investors don’t have that, but we
will certainly ask for their input
and ideas”, Van Buuren
concludes.

ANALYSIS

What led up to
the revival of
night trains?
By Frédéric de Kemmeter

Will the Year of Rail be remembered as the year of new
night trains? That’s what one might think looking at all
the projects announced in the beginning of 2021. Let’s
take a look at the developments of the last 5 years
regarding night trains in Europe.

NOT PROFITABLE?
In 2016, Deutsche Bahn operated night
trains for the last time. The official
reason: not profitable. At the same
time, Austrian Railways was testing a
new night train formula. Caught off
guard by the German decision, they
decided to speed up the
implementation of their new formula
by taking over some of the night trains
that DB no longer wanted. This was
the real story of the Austrian Nightjet’s
birth, which started services on 16
December 2016. The new formula,
which includes the website, the overall
prices, the service on board, quickly
showed that the decision of ÖBB was
the right one.

When a climate
wave emerged in
Europe, the night
train was suddenly
promoted for longdistance traffic
GREEN ALTERNATIVE

NightJet train, image: ÖBB

The gradual establishment of the high-speed train in France, Spain, Italy,
Germany and the Benelux had convinced the railway companies to less
investing in conventional trains, like Intercity, Eurocity and night trains.
Conversely some Eastern countries, Finland, Sweden and the UK for
example, have never abandoned their conventional trains and night trains
because they don’t have high speed network. Italy remains an exception
as this country have both high-speed trains, conventional long-distance
trains and night train services.

The success of the Austrian experience
gave several players pause for
thought, but there was no positive
response from the German, Swiss or
French railway groups. When in
autumn 2018 a climate wave emerged
in Europe, the night train was suddenly
promoted as one of the tools for
travelling over long distances other
than by plane or car. Some even
believe that night trains can replace
short one- or two-hour flights (800 to
1500 kilometres).
It was from here that several
alternative actors set out to investigate
how night trains could be operated.
They had to face the reality of the
railways, with the search for schedule
paths, companies that rent rolling
stock, and above all the companies
that have licences to pull these trains.
In the years 1990-2000, many sleeping
cars and couchettes cars were
scrapped, so there are not many cars
available today. SNCF and DB, for
example, now have no sleeping cars
and are not able to repeat the success
of the Austrians.
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RegioJet night train, Image: RegioJet

PRIVATE OPERATORS
A few public companies, such as SBB, DB or SNCB, have sold couchettes cars to third parties, notably for the Czech
Regiojet and Swedish Snälltåget, two private operators who have launched their own night train services. In addition,
the manufacturers do not offer new models. A sleeping car order requires a “tailor-made” service, as CAF did for the
London-Scotland night train (and Siemens for ÖBB). Fortunately, some entrepreneurs, such as RDC, Heros Rail, BTE and
others, have managed to buy up some sleeping cars and couchettes cars. These entrepreneurs have taken it upon
themselves to rent out this rolling stock to third parties, after renovation in private workshops. Regiojet and Snälltåget
have demonstrated that it is possible to operate night trains without subsidies if there is a high occupancy rate.
These examples have given ideas to new actors to start up themselves.
April 2021 was full of announcements of new services. The Dutch company
European Sleeper decided to create a night train between Ostend,
Brussels, Amsterdam and Berlin and Prague. For the rolling stock and the
operation, they chose the Czech operator Regiojet. Two other Belgians
entrepreneurs have decided to launch their own night train called
Moonlight Express between Brussels and Berlin. Recently, a third players
appeared with the company Ostende-Vienne-Orient-Experience (OVOE), for
night train between Brussels and Innsbruck in the winter season, to
Switzerland and Milan during the summer season.

RegioJet and
Snälltåget have
demonstrated that it
is possible to operate
night trains without
subsidies if there is a
high occupancy rate

GOVERNMENT SUPPORT
Other examples were built on public pressure. In some countries, governments need to help. This is the case in the
Netherlands where the state will pay compensation for 4 years for the Amsterdam-Vienna Nightjet. This is also the case
in France where the state pays to put night trains into service to Briançon, Nice, Cerbère, La Tour-de-Carol and
Hendaye. This will also be the case with the announcement by four public companies, ÖBB, DB, SBB and SNCF, to put
night trains back into service in the coming years. Finally, there is the Swedish government study for a night train
between Malmö, Copenhagen and Cologne and Brussels, for which there are no operators yet.
The next few years will tell us whether all these projects are viable and whether the clientele will be there. It is
interesting, however, that what seemed so ruinous for Deutsche Bahn and SNCF is suddenly feasible for alternatives
operators.
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COLUMN

‘Night trains are
hindered by high track
access charges’
By Arriën Kruyt

The economic viability of night trains will be insecure if
no action is taken on the track access charges. The
struggle of Eurostar to keep its head above water showed
that high track access charges can get in the way of
keeping trains running, writes Arriën Kruyt, Member of
the Management Board of the European Passengers
Federation, in this column for RailTech.

ACCESS CHARGES
One of the barriers are the track
access charges. Before the
opening of the market for rail,
this was not an issue at all. The
national railway companies
owned the infrastructure and
they did run the passengers and
freight trains. Bilateral and
multilateral agreements
regulated the costs and
incomes for international trains.
Market opening changed all that.
The governments requested the
rail infra structure management to
earn money to cover part of their
costs. These governmental
requests have led to track access
charges which the railway
companies have to pay. This is a
burden for all railway
undertakings but it is a barrier for
international trains.

"In theory, there
is a free market
for international
train, but in
reality there are
only a few
examples"
VICTIMS

Policymakers on the European
and national level would like to
increase the numbers of
passengers in international
trains and to reduce the
numbers of passengers on
short-distance flights.

The reason is that planes are
bad for the environment and
airports are more and more
considered as problematic. If
the policymakers really want to
achieve their goals, they should
look as well to the barriers for
international trains.

If policymakers really want to achieve
their goals they should look at the
barriers for international trains

The first visible victim was the highly
popular car sleeper train from ‘s
Hertogenbosch to Avignon which
had to pay track access charges in
the Netherlands, Belgium,
Luxembourg and France. When the
charges suddenly went up in France
the last company who had run that
very popular service had to stop its
business in 2015. A less visible victim
is the EU theory that there is a free
market for international trains. In
reality, there are only a very few
small examples.
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The recent publicity on the financial
difficulties of Eurostar has brought
to light that Eurostar has to pay
access charges on the High-Speed
Line 1 from London to the Channel
tunnel, to the owner of the Channel
Tunnel and to the infrastructure
managers of France, Belgium and
Netherlands to run a train from
London to Amsterdam.
There is no doubt at all that
despite Brexit there is a market
for trains between London and
Amsterdam after covid-19. But
if the costs are too high, it will
be very difficult to run the
trains. The effect will be more
flights between Amsterdam and
London.
Eurostar at Rotterdam Central, Image: NS

"The effect will be more flights between
Amsterdam and London"
NEW NIGHT TRAINS
All over Europe, we see
initiatives for new night train
services. Many politicians
applaud and encourage these
initiatives. Bu the economic
viability of these initiatives is
doubtful if nothing is done on
the issue of track access
charges. The same can be said
of the political wish to move
goods from the roads to the
rails. This is not going to
happen unless politicians do
something concrete.
The best solution would be to
treat railways like roads or
canals. Roads, ports and canals
are considered as necessary
investments for the economy
but the lorry or ship companies
are not supposed to pay for the
costs.
Intercity train near Schiphol Airport and KLM plane above it, Image: ProRail
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NEW NIGHT TRAIN

Belgian entrepreneurs
start a night train between
Brussels and Berlin
From April 2022, two Belgian entrepreneurs will
start the Moonlight Express night train connection
between Brussels, Liège and Berlin. Initiators Louis
Lammertyn and Louis De Jaeger also have plans to
connect Belgium with the south of France and
Barcelona.

© LDJ
Departure from Brussels with the
Moonlight Express will be at 8 pm
and the train arrives in Berlin at 9
am. This makes the travel time a
total of 13 hours. With the new
international night train
connection, Brussels can further
develop as an international train
hub with various providers,
according to the entrepreneurs.

"I have seen the
pace at which we
are destroying
the earth by our
way of travelling"

The company was founded a year
ago. Lammertyn and De Jaeger are
two young Belgian entrepreneurs
who enjoy traveling. In recent
years, it has begun to gnaw at them
that their mode of travel “was not
in line with their environmental
commitment”.
Lammertyn and De Jaeger are
consultants in the field of
sustainability. De Jaeger with regard
to agriculture and Lammertyn with
regard to transport and renewable
energy. “I have been doing
restructuring projects in the
aviation industry for several years,”
says Lammertyn. “I have especially
seen the pace at which we are
destroying the earth by our way of
traveling.”

At the same time, the initiators
understand that people would like to go
out and will continue to do so, especially
after the corona pandemic. De Jaeger:
“The train offers a great alternative for
people who want to travel with a clear
conscience and it should not be boring.
Instead of competing purely on speed or
price for transport from A to B, we focus
on affordable and high-quality travel
time.”

MOONLIGHT EXPRESS
The entrepreneurs founded Moonlight
Express a year ago to create “magical
travel experiences” with the night train.
De Jaeger: “We actually see a night train
as a time machine. A stress-free journey
starts from the moment the traveller
leaves. He or she gets an aperitif, can eat
something tasty local and healthy and
gets the chance to meet nice people in
their own compartment or the bar
wagon. You can sleep safely and
comfortably in a real bed and you arrive
rested. ”

"After more than a
year of
discussions with
German and
Belgian partners,
we can further get
this company on
track"
“A project of this size requires quite a bit
of preparation, but we are pleased that
after more than a year of discussions
with various German and Belgian
partners, we can further get this
company on track,” says Lammertyn.
The night train connection between
Brussels and Berlin via Liège starts from
April 2022.
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